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Classic Argentina 

Buenos Aires-Iguazú-El Calafate 

12days/11nights 

  
 
Day 1. Buenos Aires  
Arrival in Buenos Aires, meeting and  transfer  with a driver only from  the international airport to the  hotel. 
Accommodation  in the hotel for 2 nights. 
 
Day 2. Buenos Aires  
Breakfast in the hotel. You will have a city tour around  Buenos Aires. We will see the symbol of our city: the El Obelisco. 
We will continue to visit different squares such as Plaza de Mayo, Plaza San Martín, Plaza Congreso. Avenues like 
Corrientes, de Mayo, 9 de Julio, among others. Historical neighbourhoods: La Boca, San Telmo, Montserrat. Elegant 
neighbourhoods such as Palermo and Recoleta, and the modern: Puerto Madero, vanguardist such as Palermo Soho and 
Hollywood. Parks such as Lezama, Tres de Febrero and the Ecological Reserve. We will also visit financial and commercial 
areas and a Footbal Stadium. Excursion in regular service. Duration: 3:30hrs .Pick up between 13:45 and 14:30.  
At the evening, dinner show at Tango Porteño in the Platea sector. The old Metro Theater, at few steps to the Obelisco is 
now Tango Porteño and was restored down to the last detail in pure art-deco style. It is complemented with an artistic 
staff, unbeatable productions, and high-quality gastronomic creation. It includes starter, main course, dessert, wine, 
non-alcoholic drinks or water or beer and coffee. Complimentary seat in bus transfers are included.  
Duration: 4 hours. 
 
Day 3. Buenos Aires-Iguazú 
Transfer  with a driver only from your hotel to Jorge Newbery, Aeroparque  for your flight to Iguazú. 
 Arrival in Iguazú. Transfer in regular service  wit ha driver only from the airport to your hotel in Iguazú. Accommodation 
in the hotel  for 2 nights. 
 
Brazilian Falls. Half day excursion  in regular service to Brazilian Falls visiting its famous circuit with the most wonderful 
panoramic views. This circuit counts with 1.200 meters from where we enjoy a spectacular panoramic view of 275 falls. 
The most important Brazilian falls are: Floriano, Deodoro, Benjamín Constant and Salto Unión or Devil’s Throat. When 
we finish this tour we access to a panoramic elevator which let us get to the bus, arriving again to the access door. 
Departure time: 8:30 a.m. or 14:00 p. m. Duration: 5 hours.  

 
Day 4. Iguazú. 
Breakfast in the hotel. Argentinian Falls.  
During the excursion to the Argentinian Falls we will visit the traditional circuits: The lower circuit has 1.200 meters, 
where we can appreciate most of the waterfalls from a really close perspective. It is a 2-hour tour that has many stairs 
making this walk a little bit hard. The upper circuit has 1.300 meters (with return). It leads us into the main waterfalls 
giving us a panoramic view of the group of falls from above. This circuit has no stairs and we finish it in 1 hour. We reach 
Garganta del Diablo (which  means Devil’s Throat) with the Tren Ecológico de la Selva (Rainforest Ecological Train) 
getting off at Garganta del Diablo station. From there we make a walk by the new footbridge which counts with 1.100 
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meters. We arrive to a wonderful panoramic point with balconies in front of the Devil’s Throat. It is a 2-hour tour and has 
no stairs. Excursion in regular service. Departure time from 08:30. 
Duration 9 hours. 
 
Day 5. Iguazú -Salta 
Departure transfer  with a driver  from your hotel to the airport in Iguazú for the flight to Salta.Arrival in  
Salta .  Transfer  with a driver only  from the airport to your hotel. Accommodation for 2 nights.  
Salta City Tour:  
A tour around the places of greater attractive of the city: The Cathedral (1855) where Gral. Güemes, patriotic hero, rests; 
Cultural Center America, Historical Museum of the North (Town Council) with  exhibitions of sacred art and rooms 
dedicated to old traditional families of Salta, “San Francisco” Church and, “San Bernardo” Convent, and the monument 
to General Güemes. We ascend to “San Bernardo” Hill to enjoy the panoramic view of the city. After a visit to “Batalla de 
Salta” Monument (Battle of Salta) - and “20 de Febrero” Park (February 20th Park), we go towards the outskirts and visit 
a summer village called “San Lorenzo”, characterized by the subtropical microclimate and lastly a visit the Artisan Market 
where craftsmen of the entire province expose their original crafts.  
Duration: 3 hours Pick up: 16-16.30 
 
Day 6. Salta   
Breakfast in the hotel. Excursion Salta - Cafayate: The journey starts from Salta city to the south, through route 68 
traversing the Lerma Valley and its historical towns. We reach Quebrada de las Conchas (the Shell´s Gorge), where wind 
and water erosion carved curious shapes on the rocks (The Amphitheater, Devil´s throat, The Toad, The Castles, among 
others). 
When we arrive to Cafayate, we visit some wineries, famous for their production of Torrontes, with special 
characteristics due to the particularities of the climate and land. After lunch we return to Salta through Quebrada de las 
Conchas (the Shells´ Gorge) and the Lerma Valley. Full day  SIB excursion.  Pick up: 7:00 – 7:30. 
 
Day 7. Salta- El Calafate 
Transfer   with a driver only   from your hotel to the airport in Salta for your flight to  El Calafate. Arrival in El Calafate. 
Transfer with a driver  from the airport to your hotel.  Accommodation for 2 nights. 
 
Day 8. El Calafate 
Breakfast in the hotel. Group full day excursion to Perito Moreno National Park. We will depart in the morning to travel 
80 kilometres that separate El Calafate from the Perito Moreno Glacier, the only glacier in the world in constant 
movement. During the journey you will get to know beautiful places of the foothills of the Andes, bordering the 
southern shore of Lake Argentino. After crossing the rivers Centinela and Miter, we will arrive at the Brazo Rico to enter 
the National Park Los Glaciares. Bordering the Lago Rico we will begin seeing the ice floes floating on the water; and 
finally we will be able to appreciate this natural wonder in all its magnitude. Perito Moreno Glacier has been declared a 
World Heritage Site by UNESCO. Duration: 8 hours approximately. 
 
Day 9. El Calafate - Ushuaia 
Breakfast in the hotel. Transfer from the hotel to the airport with a driver only. 
Arrival in   Ushuaia. Transfer   with a driver only  from the airport to your hotel.  
Accommodation  in the hotel for 2 nights. 
 
Day 10. Ushuaia  
Breakfast in the hotel. National Park Tierra del Fuego : Leaving Ushuaia city Southwest, we will travel through national 
route number 3, towards Tierra del Fuego’s National Park. Along the eleven kilometers that separate the entrance of the 
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Park and the city of Ushuaia, we will make a stop near the Centro Hípico (Riding Club), where we will enjoy som excellent 
panoramic views of the Beagle Channel, Ushuaia`s Peninsula and Bridges`, Willie’s and Les Eclauriers’ Islands. After 
crossing River Pipo’s bridge, next to Ushuaia’s Golf Club, we will arrive at the End of the World Station. Those passengers 
that would like to board the End of the World train will be able to take that optional tour. The rest of the group will await 
them at the end of the train trip. We continue our drive for 2 more kilometres and enter the National Park, an area 
reserved to protect the Subantartic Forest and its native flora and fauna. From t his spot we will be able to take a glimpse 
of both Redonda and Estorbo Islands. Through a path surrounded by Lenga forests and peats, we will reach Lake Roca, a 
glacier lake, with a surface of 5,50 square kilometres, and framed by mountains and forests, where we can likely be able 
to see different native birds. We will have around 30 minutes time to be at the services area. The last part of the 
excursion leads us to Lapataia Bay. Along the way we will cross Cormorants Islands, get to see other peats and also visit a 
beaver dam. Once in Lapataia Bay, besides the marine coast, rich in mollusks and mussels, we will find traces of the 
ancient native settlers that used to live in the region. We will have some time to walk through the footbridge, from 
which we will be able to take photographs and enjoy the feeling of being at the end of the world. From this spot, the end 
of National Route number 3, we will begin our journey back to the city of Ushuaia. 
 
Day 11. Ushuaia -Buenos Aires 
Transfer  with a driver only   from the hotel to the airport for your flight to Buenos Aires.  Arrival in Buenos Aires.  
Transfer  with a driver only  from the airport to the hotel.  
Accommodation for  1 night. 
 
Day 12. Buenos Aires  
Departure transfer  with a driver  from hotel to international airport  for your flight home.  
 
 
END OF SERVICES. 
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